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Address Cookson Electronics 
Forsyth Road, Sheerwater 
Woking, Surrey 
GU21 5RZ

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Alpha and Fernox are part of the Cookson Group plc, a leading global materials technology company which provides materials, equipment, processes
and services to customers worldwide. These companies are part of the Group’s Electronics division. Alpha is involved in the manufacture of PV
Ribbons, Stencils, Solder Paste, Fluxes and Preforms. The company offers unique solutions and experience to the photovoltaic solar product industry.
Alpha’s world class process knowledge and applications expertise has enabled the development of an unrivalled product portfolio. Fernox is a pioneer
in the traditional and renewable water treatment markets. With over 40 years experience and continual investment in Research and Development,
Fernox is a market innovator offering chemical products of the highest quality, reliability and technical performance for solar thermal applications. The
company works with a range of OEMs to provide premier heat transfer fluids.
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